END USER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

This Software License Agreement ("License") is made between Wabtec Railway Electronics, Inc. ("LICENSOR" or "WRE") and the End User of the Licensed Software (as defined below), or any product containing the Licensed Software. ("LICENSEE"). Each of LICENSOR and LICENSEE is also sometimes hereinafter referred to as Party and together, collectively, as the Parties.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, LICENSEE has obtained the License Software, or a product containing the Licensed Software, through an agreement with a third party authorized by LICENSEE to sell the Licensed Software and/or product (the “Contract”), and LICENSEE intends to use such Software or product in furtherance of LICENSEE’s business operations (the “Project”);

WHEREAS, LICENSOR’s agreement with the authorized third party seller specifies that the End User is required to enter into a license agreement with LICENSOR in order to use the Licensed Software;

WHEREAS, LICENSEE wishes to license, and LICENSOR agrees to license, subject to the terms and conditions set for the below, LICENSOR’s (i) TMDS® back office server segment software (“TMDS BOS”), and (ii) Individual and Composite CRC Calculator component software (“IC3”), (collectively, the “Licensed Software”);

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants made herein, the Parties, each intending to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows:

The Recitals set forth above are true and correct in all material respects and are hereby incorporated into this License by reference. By virtue of LICENSOR’S provision of the Licensed Software, or any product containing the Licensed Software, and LICENSEE’s use of the Licensed Software, or any product containing the Licenced Software, the Parties agrees as follows.

1.0 LICENSED SOFTWARE

1.1 LICENSOR or its affiliates have developed and own or otherwise have the license to use and sublicenseLicensed Software, as more fully described on Exhibit A attached hereto. The Licensed Software is not for sale. The purpose of the Licensed Software developed by LICENSOR is to assist LICENSEE with the functionality specified in the IC3 Definition Document and TMDS BOS Definition Document, respectively (the “Purpose”).

1.2 LICENSOR and its affiliates own (or otherwise has the authority to license) the Licensed Software and any and all Intellectual Property rights in and to the Licensed Software, related materials and documentation including any Intellectual Property contained therein. “Intellectual Property” shall mean intellectual property rights, including proprietary rights arising under (i) patent law, (ii) copyright law, (iii) trademark law, (iv) design patent or industrial design law, (v) semiconductor chip or mask work law, or (vi) any other statutory provision or common law principle applicable to this license. LICENSOR shall have, and shall retain, title, and interest in or to their Intellectual Property in and to the Licensed Software.

1.3 LICENSEE will not acquire any rights in or to the Licensed Software or any of the Intellectual Property rights in the Licensed Software, except for the license to the Licensed Software granted in Section 3.0 below, nor will it take any action in violation of this License that may adversely affect or impair LICENSOR’s, its affiliates’, or its licensor’s, rights, title, or interest in or to their Intellectual Property rights in the Licensed Software.

2.0 PRICING/PAYMENT

2.1 The license fee for the Licensed Software was included as part of the Contract price (“License Fee”).

3.0 LICENSE

3.1 LICENSE GRANT:

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, LICENSOR grants to LICENSEE a non-exclusive, non-sublicensable (except strictly in accordance with Section 3.3 below), and non-transferable limited license to use the Licensed Software solely for the Project and in accordance with Purpose.

3.2 Use of the Licensed Software with other applications, software, products, or services not provided by LICENSOR or specified by the LICENSOR on EXHIBIT B is prohibited and shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
3.3 LICENSEE may sublicense the Licensed Software to its passenger rail operator only, provided that all of the following conditions are met:
(a) Such sublicense is non-sublicenseable and is otherwise subject to all of the same terms and conditions as this License;
(b) Such sublicense shall terminate if the passenger rail operator no longer operates LICENSEE’s trains on which the Licensed Software is installed; and
(c) LICENSOR has expressly approved such sublicense in writing signed by LICENSOR.

LICENSEE shall be liable for any breach of this License by any party to whom LICENSEE provided the Licensed Software, regardless of whether such provision of Licensed Software was authorized under this License.

3.4 LICENSE TERM: Subject at any time to LICENSOR’s revocation rights in the event of a material breach of this License, the license granted herein shall be perpetual.

3.5 LICENSE RESTRICTIONS: LICENSEE shall not:
(a) Make any copies of the Licensed Software other than one (1) for backup or archival purposes;
(b) Remove or otherwise modify any proprietary markings or notices of LICENSOR or its software vendor contained within or placed upon the Licensed Software or the Licensed Software media or documentation;
(c) Sublicense, sell, assign, transfer or otherwise convey use of the Licensed Software without the prior written consent of LICENSOR;
(d) Provide or allow any timesharing arrangements using the Licensed Software;
(e) Make any alterations or modifications to or derivative works using the Licensed Software;
(f) Disassemble, decompile, reverse engineer or otherwise create or attempt to create or allow others to create or attempt to create source code from the Licensed Software or any component thereof;
(g) Use the Licensed Software except as described in Section 3.1 above.

3.6 LICENSOR reserves all rights not expressly granted herein.

4.0 WARRANTY
4.1 LICENSOR warrants for a period of one (1) year, commencing on the date the the Licensed Software is first used, or fifteen (15) months from delivery of the Licensed Software to Licensee, whichever is earlier (the “Warranty Period”), that the Licensed Software will conform to the IC3 Definition Document or the TMDS BOS Definition Document, as applicable. LICENSOR’s sole obligation and liability hereunder shall be to use commercially reasonable efforts to remedy any such non-conformance which LICENSEE reports to LICENSOR during the Warranty Period. The foregoing warranty in Section 4.1 shall not cover any:
(a) Altered or modifications to the Licensed Software other than by LICENSOR or its authorized contractors;
(b) Any combination of Licensed Software and other software not covered under Section 3.2;
(c) Errors caused by LICENSEE’s negligence or fault;
(d) Errors resulting from hardware malfunction;
(e) Licensed Software used on a computer or operating system other than that supplied by LICENSOR or its affiliates, or specified on Exhibit B.

4.2 DISCLAIMER: THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT SHALL BE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WHICH ARE DISCLAIMED. FURTHER THE PARTIES UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT LICENSOR HAS MADE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES TO LICENSEE THAT THE LICENSED SOFTWARE IS TO BE ERROR-FREE, TO OPERATE IN AN UNINTERRUPTED MANNER OR TO OPERATE IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER SOFTWARE NOT PROVIDED BY LICENSOR OR SPECIFIED ON EXHIBIT B. Additionally, upon expiration of the Licensed Software Warranty Period, LICENSEE understands and agrees that use of the Licensed Software will be on an AS IS basis, without any warranty whatsoever.

4.3 At the request of LICENSEE, LICENSOR will make maintenance and support services available to LICENSEE on an annual basis at LICENSOR’s then current rates, separately under LICENSOR’s standard maintenance and support agreement.

4.4 LICENSOR’s obligations to LICENSEE under this Agreement are independent of any other rights that LICENSEE may have under the Contract, and does not alter, amend, replace or supersede any of LICENSEE’s rights thereunder against the third party seller. Additionally, except for the license grant herein, this Agreement does not impose upon LICENSOR any obligations related to, or arising under, the Contract.

5.0 INDEMNIFICATION AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
5.1 (a) LICENSOR hereby agrees to indemnify and defend LICENSEE from and against claims, liabilities, losses, reasonable and necessary expenses actually incurred (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees), fines, penalties, taxes or damages (collectively, the “Liabilities”) asserted against LICENSEE by a third party, to the extent such Liabilities result from a claim brought by a third party that the Licensed Software, as delivered, infringes upon the Intellectual Property rights of any third party's trade secret, trademark, service mark, copyright or patent issued as of the date of this License Agreement (collectively, an “IP Claim”) provided, that LICENSEE: (i) promptly
notifies LICENSOR of any IP Claim subject to indemnification hereunder, (ii) gives LICENSOR the right to control and direct the preparation of the defense and any settlement of any such IP Claim, (iii) gives full cooperation to LICensor for the defense of the IP Claim, and (iv) complies with LICENSOR’s direction to cease any use of the Licensed Software which, in LICENSOR’s sole judgment, is likely to be ruled an infringement of a third party’s Intellectual Property.

(b) The foregoing indemnity in Section 5.1 shall not apply to any infringement of Licensed Software, as delivered, arising out of: (i) use of the Licensed Software other than in accordance with applicable documentation or instructions supplied by LICENSOR or for other than LICENSEE’s internal purposes; (ii) any alteration, modification or revision of the Licensed Software; (iii) LICENSEE’s failure to use or implement corrections or enhancements to the Licensed Software made available by LICENSOR; (iv) LICENSEE’s distribution, marketing, or use of the Licensed Software for the benefit of third parties; (v) the combination of the Licensed Software with materials or other Intellectual Property not supplied by LICENSOR; or (vi) information, materials or specifications provided by or on behalf of LICENSEE or by a third party.

(c) If the Licensed Software, as delivered, or any portion thereof is held, or in LICENSOR’s reasonable opinion, is likely to be held, in any such suit to constitute infringement, LICENSOR may within a reasonable time, at its option, either: (i) secure for LICENSEE the right to continue the use of the Licensed Software or portion (ii) replace, at LICENSOR's sole expense, such item with substantially equivalent non-infringing Licensed Software or portion or (iii) modify the infringing Licensed Software or portion so that it becomes non-infringing.

In the event LICENSOR is, in LICENSOR’s sole judgment, unable to either procure the right to continued use of the allegedly infringing Licensed Software or portion or replace or modify the allegedly infringing Licensed Software or portion as provided in clauses (b)(ii), (ii) and (iii), LICENSEE shall return the allegedly infringed Licensed Software or portion to LICENSOR for a refund of the amount paid to LICENSOR for such Licensed Software or portion. The provisions of this Section 5 state LICENSOR’s entire maximum liability and LICENSEE's sole and exclusive remedies with respect to any IP Claims. LICENSOR will not have any liability for infringement of the Intellectual Property rights of a third party except as expressly provided in this License Agreement.

5.2 LICENSEE expressly acknowledges that it is responsible for (a) the operation of its trains, (b) the validation of all data input into the Licensed Software, and (c) the validation of the accuracy of all data generated by the Licensed Software and LICENSOR will have no liability for personal injury or property damage resulting from the operation of LICENSEE’s trains, invalid data input into the Licensed Software, or invalid data generated by the Licensed Software, except to the extent that such damages are directly attributable to LICENSOR’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. LICENSEE shall indemnify and defend LICENSOR, its directors, officers, employees, agents, successors, and assigns (each a “Licensee Indemnitee”) from and against Liabilities associated with any claims brought by a third party, to the extent arising out the acts or omissions, negligence or intentional misconduct of LICENSEE or its contractors, subcontractors (including but not limited to sublicensees), or agents or breach of this License Agreement by LICENSEE, or its contractors, or agents, whether at law, in equity, or administrative in nature, in any manner, including, but not limited to, its failure to comply with the terms and conditions of this License. This indemnification is conditioned upon the following: (i) LICENSOR shall provide LICENSEE with prompt notice of any such Claim; (ii) LICENSOR shall give LICENSEE the right to control and direct the preparation of a defense, the defense and any settlement of any such Claim (subject to LICENSOR’s right to reasonably object to any counsel defending the claim), and (iii) LICENSOR shall give LICENSEE full cooperation for the defense of same. In no instance will LICENSEE be obligated to indemnify a Licensee Indemnitee to the extent of a Licensee Indemnitee's negligence, intentional misconduct or breach of this License Agreement.

5.3 IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, AGGRAVATED, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE, LOSS, COST OR EXPENSE OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS AND OPPORTUNITY COSTS) WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR'S MAXIMUM LIABILITY UNDER THIS LICENSE, EXCEED IN THE AGGREGATE, 10% OF THE LICENSE FEE.

6.0 CONFIDENTIALITY

6.1 The Parties acknowledge that the Licensed Software and any and all related information, including but not limited to associated documentation, processes and know-how is LICENSOR’s “Confidential Information.” Without limiting the foregoing, LICENSOR’s Confidential Information also includes (a) data regarding the performance of Licensed Software, (b) any information related to the display and internal processing of data by the Licensed Software, and (c) any other data that describes directly or indirectly the internal behavior of the Licensed Software. In addition to any other obligations of confidentiality, LICENSEE will hold the Licensed Software and any and all related information, including but not limited to associated documentation, processes and know-how and any other information as confidential or proprietary in confidence and take the precautions necessary to safeguard the confidentiality of such information. The obligations of confidence and nondisclosure set forth in this paragraph will survive any expiration or termination of this License. LICENSEE shall not use LICENSOR’s Confidential Information for planning, marketing, product
development, or any other purpose that may be deemed anti-competitive or otherwise injurious to the business of LICENSOR.

6.2 In the event LICENSEE is required by law, regulation, stock exchange requirement or legal process to disclose any of LICENSOR’s Confidential Information it must (a) give LICENSOR reasonable advance notice prior to disclosure so LICENSOR may contest the disclosure, and (b) limit the disclosure to the minimum amount that is legally required.

6.3 If the LICENSEE is a public entity subject to public record laws and the Confidential Information constitutes a public record under applicable public record law, then the Confidential Information shall be subject to such public record laws, but only to the extent that there are no exceptions to such public record laws that applies to the Confidential Information (including a part or portion of the Confidential Information). If a request is made for disclosure of the Confidential Information, the LICENSEE will promptly contact the LICENSOR in writing and work with the LICENSOR to determine whether the Confidential Information is exempt from disclosure under the law. If the LICENSEE determines that the Confidential Information is not exempt from disclosure, the LICENSEE will notify LICENSOR in writing of this decision and the period of time required to take appropriate legal action and will confirm that LICENSOR received this notice. The LICENSEE will allow the LICENSOR the maximum time under the public record law to take appropriate legal action. In no event shall LICENSEE release Confidential Information under this Section 6.3 that is exempt or otherwise not required to be released under public record law.

6.4 In the event that LICENSOR wishes to disclose the Confidential Information, or any portion thereof, for any other purpose, LICENSOR shall contact LICENSEE and obtain LICENSEE’s written permission, which may be withheld or subject to conditions, in LICENSOR’s sole discretion.

7.0 DEFAULT/TERMINATION

7.1 Subject to Section 7.2 below, if at any time while this License is in effect, LICENSOR is in material breach of this License, then LICENSOR may, after discussion with LICENSEE and an opportunity to cure any material breach capable of being cured, exercise its rights pursuant to Section 7.2 below.

7.2 If the material breach is able to be cured, LICENSOR will permit LICENSEE to cure the breach within a reasonable time period specified by LICENSOR but not less than thirty (30) days, in which case, LICENSOR may elect to suspend the license to the offending Licensed Software and/or services provided by LICENSOR related to the Licensed Software until LICENSEE has completed the cure to LICENSOR’s reasonable satisfaction. Should LICENSEE fail to cure the breach within the time specified by LICENSOR, LICENSOR may (a) exercise its rights of equitable or injunctive relief, or both pursuant Section 11.7 below, or (b) terminate this License, or both (a) and (b). All license rights granted hereunder shall cease upon any termination of this License.

7.3 LICENSOR and LICENSEE reserve all available rights in law or in equity.

8.0 GOVERNING LAW

8.1 The laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will govern this License. No choice of law rules of any jurisdiction will apply. The LICENSEE expressly consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. The prevailing Party in any litigation under this License shall be entitled, in addition to such other relief as may be granted, to recover reasonable attorney’s fees and the costs incurred in connection with such litigation under this License.

8.2 If any term, provision, or portions thereof, of this License shall be found to be illegal or unenforceable, then, notwithstanding, the remaining provisions of this License shall remain in full force and effect and such term or provisions shall be deemed stricken and the Parties shall negotiate in good faith the replacement of the stricken provision by a provision that reflects the original intent of the Parties.

9.0 GOVERNMENT AND GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR LICENSEES

If Licensed Software is being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government’s rights in the Licensed Software and accompanying documentation will be only as set forth in this License; this is in accordance with 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense (DOD) acquisitions) and with 48 C.F.R. 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD acquisitions).

10.0 EXPORT REGULATIONS

LICENSEE acknowledges that certain export regulations prohibit, except under a special validated license, the exportation of technical data relating to certain commodities unless the exporter has received certain written assurances from the foreign importer. LICENSEE hereby agrees with and gives its assurance to LICENSOR that LICENSEE will not knowingly, unless prior authorization as may be required from any relevant governmental agency is obtained, re-export, directly or indirectly, any technical data, or direct by-product thereof, received from LICENSOR under this License and will not export directly the Licensed Software, or any products incorporating the Licensed Software programs to any country restricted under any applicable governmental regulation. LICENSOR makes no representations that an export license is not required or that, if required, it will be issued by any requisite governmental agency. LICENSEE represents to LICENSOR that it is not on the denial order list established by the U.S. Bureau of Export Administration. LICENSEE further acknowledges and agrees that LICENSOR immediately may unilaterally terminate its obligations under this License, without damages, penalties or liabilities of any kind, if at any time, the LICENSOR becomes aware that any aspect of this License, or related transaction may violate export control laws and regulations.
11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS
11.1 LICENSEE without the express written consent of LICENSOR shall make no assignment or sublicense of this License. Any such assignment or sublicense without the written consent of LICENSOR shall be considered VOID. LICENSOR shall have the right to assign this License without consent of LICENSEE or otherwise not in accordance with Section 3.3 above. No waiver of any breach of any provision of this License shall constitute a waiver of any prior, concurrent or subsequent breach of the same or any other provisions hereof. No waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and signed by the waiving Party.
11.3 The Paragraph headings of this License are inserted for convenience only and are not intended to affect the meaning or interpretation of this License.
11.4 This License may not be modified in any manner, including, but not limited to, prior or current course of dealing between the Parties or usage of trade, except by written instrument signed by duly authorized representatives of LICENSOR and LICENSEE.
11.5 The Parties acknowledge and agree that the provisions of Section 1, 3.5, 3.6, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 survive the expiration or prior termination of this License. The Parties hereby agree that there are no third party beneficiaries to this License and no third party shall be entitled to assert a claim against either of the Parties to this License.
11.6 Any notices sent to LICENSOR under this License shall be in writing and sent by prepaid certified mail, return receipt requested or overnight courier to:

WABTEC RAILWAY ELECTRONICS, INC.
21200 Dorsey Mill Road
Germantown, MD 20867
Attention: V.P. & General Manager

With a copy to:

Wabtec Legal Dept.
1001 Air Brake Avenue
Wilmerding, PA 15148
Attention: General Counsel

Notices will be effective on the first business day following receipt thereof. Notices sent by certified mail or courier will be deemed received on the date of delivery as indicated on the return receipt or delivery notice; notices sent by facsimile will be deemed received on the date indicated on the receipt acknowledgment.

11.7 LICENSEE acknowledges that the use or disclosure of the Licensed Software in a manner inconsistent with this License will cause LICENSOR irreparable damage, and that LICENSOR shall have the right to equitable and injunctive relief, without the requirement to demonstrate irreparable harm, in order to prevent the unauthorized use or disclosure of the Licensed Software.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto, by and through LICENSOR'S provision of the Licensed Software, or any product containing the Licenced Software, and LICENSEE’s use of the Licensed Software, or any product containing the Licenced Software, do approve and accept this License

EXHIBITS ATTACHED

Exhibit A – Licensed Software
Exhibit B – Interfacing Third Party Software
Exhibit A – Licensed Software

- TMDS Back Office Server segment software
- Individual and Composite CRC Calculator
• **Exhibit B – Interfacing Third Party Software**

- Windows 7 Pro x64
- Adobe Reader 10.x
- Microsoft .Net Library v1.0 through 4.6.x
- Microsoft Endpoint Protection 4.5.216
- WinRAR 4.2
- Microsoft Windows Server Datacenter 2012 R2
- Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise 2016
- VMware vSphere 6.x
- VMware vCenter Server 6.x
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.x
- Veeam Backup 9.x
- Google Chrome